Power doesn't corrupt.
Power reveals.
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Macbeth: A Summary

Two Scottish generals, Macbeth and Banquo, stumble upon three witches who prophesy that Macbeth will be promoted to become “Thane of Cawdor” and then on to be king himself. They also say that Banquo’s descendants will be king, but not Banquo. Sure enough, Macbeth is soon named Thane of Cawdor. Macbeth and his wife scheme to take over the crown next. While King Duncan is visiting their house, they murder him and blame the drunken guards, whom Macbeth also kills to cover his tracks. Duncan’s sons Malcolm and Donalbain flee in terror, and in their absence, they are blamed for the killing. Macbeth assumes the throne, but cannot rest easily with the prophecy that Banquo’s line, not his, will take over. He hires murderers to kill Banquo and his son Fleance, but the boy escapes.

Banquo’s ghost haunts Macbeth’s banquet, but only Macbeth can see it. Uneasy, Macbeth returns to the witches who promise him that “none of woman born” can harm him and that he will be safe until the forest of Birnam Wood moves to reach him. Yet they also tell him to beware the nobleman Macduff. To be sure, Macbeth sends murderers to kill Macduff’s wife and son, but they miss Macduff himself. Macbeth’s fate becomes inescapable: the exiled heir to the throne Malcolm teams up with Macduff. Their army disguises itself using tree branches, thus fulfilling part of the prophecy. A disturbed Lady Macbeth begins sleepwalking, ultimately taking her own life. In the ultimate battle, Macduff confesses that he was born via caesarean section, “from his mother’s womb untimely ripped,” fulfilling the rest of the prophecy. He kills Macbeth; Malcolm becomes king.

Images: Théodore Chassériau’s Macbeth and Banquo meeting the witches on the heath
Mary Hoare’s Lady Macbeth, Sleepwalking
A Note about OUR Macbeth

Macbeth is based on a true story. Kind of.

Duncan and Macbeth were both real kings of Scotland—over 500 years before Shakespeare was writing. It was a time and a story that people were aware of. Histories had been written. But it was a time that had fallen into half-remembered tales, inaccuracies, and legends.


Some English people got nervous when one of *those* people came over and became king. King James—the King of Scotland—took over the rule of England at almost the same time that Shakespeare wrote Macbeth. Not everybody liked this new Scottish King of England. Eventually, some people tried to do something about it. (Remember, remember, the 5th of November…)

Witches were real. Or, at least, people sure as heck thought they were real. The king himself—yes, *that* king, King James of Scotland and now England—wrote a book about witches. He described their rituals and how they liked to torment men. He endorsed the hunting of witches. And hunt them, people most certainly did.

Macbeth is based on a true story. But different.

And so, it is up to us now to tell this “true story” again. How do you capture all those feelings and meanings for an audience today in Corpus Christi?

Picture another long-ago borderland, filled with wildness, hatred, and fear of the unknown. A place where the languages are not the same. A place where the people are not the same.

Where the power of the bruja captivates some and terrifies others. Where the difference between the gunman and the lawman is a matter of circumstance. Where tomorrow is not promised to anyone, certainly not if you’re in charge. Somebody is always coming to challenge you, to see if they might be just a little bit faster on the draw.

This is Macbeth in 19th Century Texas.

-Thomas A. Oldham, Dramaturg

-Further elaboration on the play’s background can be found in the lobby.-
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ISLAND DANCE DEMO
AT TAMUCC

FEATURING DANCES FROM:
- FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
- WEST SIDE STORY
- HAMILTON
- TUTU SCANDAL
- MODERN MUSK
- NY, NY
- SOMEBODY ELSE'S ROCK
- HAMILTON
- THE LITTLE MERMAID
- MANY MORE
Join us after the March 1st and 8th shows!

THE BREAKERS
IMPROV ENSEMBLE
AT TAMUCC present

Friday Freebies
a free improv show immediately following Friday night performances of our mainstage productions.